



Honorable Mention - “Political Landscape: Amber Wave”

Artist - Susan Diehl

Her compelling composition and the

 jarring use of strong primaries make us 

uncomfortable enough to question

 “just what is this artist telling us?” 

The eagle’s shadow on the wheat 

reminds us that our time her is fleeting 

and the fire speaks to how we’re treating 

our planet. 





Honorable Mention - “Royal Veil”

Artist - Joan Dreicer

The strong diagonal shadows that incorporate 

rich dark colors are the most powerful elements 

in this painting. The floral portion leaning in the 

opposite direction from the shadows serves a 

very effective balance to shapes that would be 

overpowering. The two elements work together 

very well, however. 





Honorable Mention - “Hello Ryan” 

Artist - Nanette Catigbe

This portrait is a beautiful rendering of 

a young girl’s skin and hair. Her low 

off-center placement creates a non-traditional 

portrait that speaks to her youthfulness. 

The blooms in the background serve her best 

in a supporting role. The flowers that are more 

defined seem to draw our attention away from 

her beautiful face.




Third Place - “Central Park Stroll” 

Artist - Penelope Matalania

I was immediately drawn to the fresh colors 

this piece. It Impressionistic quality and I

nteresting marks held my attention for some time.

It’s a painting to return to. 





Second Place - “Storm Clouds”

Artist - Diane Wilkin

Sweeping application of the softer areas 
 at top combined with controlled marks 

at the center of the piece draw the viewer 

down into the loose but carefully 

thought-out marks of the mountains. 

The color reads beautifully throughout the piece. 





First Place - “Spring Roses” 

Artist - Julia Lesnichy

The energy in the mark-making 

made this painting one of my favorites in the show. 

The artist has suggested with deep values 

the underlying structure of the rose bush 

and then directs our eye through the piece 

with carefully placed light on the foliage 

to enhance the roses. She also has treated 

each rose a little differently, resulting in a painting 

that is certainly worth studying. 


